“Taylor Healthcare took us from an
antiquated age of manual processes to
the 21st century with their technology.”
- Patient Access Services Director
UMC of Southern Nevada

Clinical Enterprise
Solve the “Paper Problem”
At a Glance
Despite increasing widespread adoption of electronic health records (EHRs), many healthcare organizations are still
plagued by forms and other documents that are often outdated, inconsistent and difficult to manage—resulting in
increased risk for patients, cost for the organization and lower patient satisfaction.
Taylor Healthcare helps healthcare organizations control their “paper problem” by dramatically cutting printing costs
through digital conversion and workflow management. The result? In addition to savings of up to 40 to 60 percent,
care is streamlined, risk is reduced and patient satisfaction is boosted.

How Can SMARTworks® Clinical Enterprise Help?
SMARTworks® Clinical Enterprise is a rules-based engine that helps decrease the amount of paper in your organization, merges patient demographic information and initiates workflow. The technology allows auto-printing of kits of
forms and other materials including labels and wristbands and supports discrete data routing to third-party systems.
“When we were in a paper world, we had stacks of loose documents that often didn’t get filed in a timely manner.
If someone needed to locate one, the staff would have to sift through stacks of paper. Today, there are no loose
documents. Each and every document is printed on demand with the bar-coded information. The staff can just
pull them off the printer and put them in the chart. The nurses love it.”
- HIS Director, Southeastern Regional Medical Center

SMARTworks® Clinical Enterprise:
• Captures an electronic signature, affixes it to a document and saves it to your document
repository
• Ensures forms and labels automatically have correct patient demographic information, patient images and bar codes – even during planned and unplanned
downtime
• Ensures clinicians are using the most up to date forms
• Brings procedure-specific content to the bedside
• Reduces print spend by migrating paper forms to electronic communication.
• Provides forms on demand capabilities
• Improves operational efficiency through automating of
kit generation

Automate Your Workflows
for Improved Results
The SMARTworks® Clinical Enterprise Suite Includes:
• iForms: Minimizes the need for paper forms throughout your entire healthcare facility. Uses a hospital’s computer
network—and is compatible with PCs, tablets and mobile phones—to capture patient information and signatures,
sending everything directly to your document repository.
• Forms on Demand (FOD): Provides electronic access to a complete library of forms that are automatically
populated with patient information to allow for ad hoc printing.
• Downtime solutions: Complements existing downtime capabilities by printing forms and labels with patient
information and bar codes.
• PhotoCap: Allows healthcare professionals to take patient photos and easily print them on wristbands, forms and
other documentation to ensure positive patient identification.
• ScanCap: Provides organizations the ability to scan a patient’s driver’s license, insurance card and other critical
documents and input them directly into the EMR during the registration process.
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